
Improving SMT quality with morpho-syntati analysisSonja Nie�en and Hermann NeyLehrstuhl f�ur Informatik VIComputer Siene DepartmentRWTH { University of Tehnology AahenD-52056 Aahen, GermanyEmail: niessen�informatik.rwth-aahen.deAbstratIn the framework of statistial mahine transla-tion (SMT), orrespondenes between the wordsin the soure and the target language arelearned from bilingual orpora on the basis ofso-alled alignment models. Many of the sta-tistial systems use little or no linguisti know-ledge to struture the underlying models. Inthis paper we argue that training data is typial-ly not large enough to suÆiently represent therange of di�erent phenomena in natural langua-ges and that SMT an take advantage of the ex-pliit introdution of some knowledge about thelanguages under onsideration. The improve-ment of the translation results is demonstratedon two di�erent German-English orpora.1 IntrodutionIn this paper, we address the question of howmorphologial and syntati analysis an helpstatistial mahine translation (SMT). In ourapproah, we introdue several transformationsto the soure string (in our experiments thesoure language is German) to demonstrate howlinguisti knowledge an improve translation re-sults espeially in the ases where the token-type ratio (number of training words versusnumber of voabulary entries) is unfavorable.After reviewing the statistial approah tomahine translation, we �rst explain our mo-tivation for examining additional knowledgesoures. We then present our approah in detail.Experimental results on two bilingual German-English tasks are reported, namely the Verb-mobil and the EuTrans task. Finally, we givean outlook on our future work.2 Statistial Mahine TranslationThe goal of the translation proess in statistialmahine translation an be formulated as fol-

lows: A soure language string fJ1 = f1 : : : fJis to be translated into a target language stringeI1 = e1 : : : eI . In the experiments reported inthis paper, the soure language is German andthe target language is English. Every Englishstring is onsidered as a possible translation forthe input. If we assign a probability Pr(eI1jfJ1 )to eah pair of strings (eI1; fJ1 ), then aording toBayes' deision rule, we have to hoose the En-glish string that maximizes the produt of theEnglish language model Pr(eI1) and the stringtranslation model Pr(fJ1 jeI1).Many existing systems for SMT (Wang andWaibel, 1997; Nie�en et al., 1998; Oh and We-ber, 1998) make use of a speial way of strutur-ing the string translation model (Brown et al.,1993): The orrespondene between the wordsin the soure and the target string is desribedby alignments that assign one target word posi-tion to eah soure word position. The prob-ability of a ertain English word to our inthe target string is assumed to depend basiallyonly on the soure word aligned to it. It is learthat this assumption is not always valid for thetranslation of natural languages. It turns outthat even those approahes that relax the word-by-word assumption like (Oh et al., 1999) haveproblems with many phenomena typial of nat-ural languages in general and German in par-tiular like� idiomati expressions;� ompound words that have to be translatedby more than one word;� long range dependenies like pre�xes ofverbs plaed at the end of the sentene;� ambiguous words with di�erent meaningsdependent on the ontext.
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The parameters of the statistial knowledgesoures mentioned above are trained on bi-lingual orpora. Bearing in mind that morethan 40% of the word forms have only been seenone in training (see Tables 1 and 4), it is obvi-ous that the phenomena listed above an hardlybe learned adequately from the data and thatthe expliit introdution of linguisti knowledgeis expeted to improve translation quality.The overall arhiteture of the statistialtranslation approah is depited in Figure 1. Inthis �gure we already antiipate the fat thatwe will transform the soure strings in a ertainmanner. If neessary we an also apply the in-verse of these transformations on the produedoutput strings. In Setion 3 we explain in detailwhih kinds of transformations we apply.
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Figure 1: Arhiteture of the translation ap-proah based on Bayes' deision rule.3 Analysis and Transformation ofthe InputAs already pointed out, we used the methodof transforming the input string in our experi-ments. The advantage of this approah is thatexisting training and searh proedures did nothave to be adapted to new models inorporat-ing the information under onsideration. On theother hand, it would be more elegant to leavethe deision between di�erent readings, for in-stane, to the overall deision proess in searh.

The transformation method however is more ad-equate for the preliminary identi�ation of thosephenomena relevant for improving the transla-tion results.3.1 AnalysisWe used GERTWOL, a German Morphologi-al Analyser (Haapalainen and Majorin, 1995)and the Constraint Grammar Parser for Ger-man GERCG for lexial analysis and morpho-logial and syntati disambiguation. For a de-sription of the Constraint Grammar approahwe refer the reader to (Karlsson, 1990). Somepreproessing was neessary to meet the inputformat requirements of the tools. In the aseswhere the tools returned more than one reading,either simple heuristis based on domain spe-i� preferene rules where applied or a moregeneral, non-ambiguous analysis was used.In the following subsetions we list sometransformations we have tested.3.2 Separated German Verbpre�xesSome verbs in German onsist of a main partand a detahable pre�x whih an be shiftedto the end of the lause, e.g. \losfahren" (\toleave") in the sentene \Ih fahre morgen los.".We extrated all word forms of separable verbsfrom the training orpus. The resulting list on-tains entries of the form prefixjmain. The en-try \losjfahre" indiates, for example, that thepre�x \los" an be detahed from the word form\fahre". In all lauses ontaining a word math-ing a main part and a word mathing the orre-sponding pre�x part ouring at the end of thelause, the pre�x is prepended to the beginningof the main part, as in \Ih losfahre morgen."3.3 German Compound WordsGerman ompound words pose speial problemsto the robustness of a translation method, be-ause the word itself must be represented in thetraining data: the ourene of eah of the om-ponents is not enough. The word \Fr�uhtetee"for example an not be translated although itsomponents \Fr�uhte" and \Tee" appear in thetraining set of EuTrans. Besides, even if theompound ours in training, the training algo-rithm may not be apable of translating it prop-erly as two words (in the mentioned ase thewords \fruit" and \tea") due to the word align-ment assumption mentioned in Setion 2. We



therefore split the ompound words into theiromponents.3.4 Annotation with POS TagsOne way of helping the disambiguation of am-biguous words is to annotate them with theirpart of speeh (POS) information. We hose thefollowing very frequent short words that oftenaused errors in translation for Verbmobil:\aber" an be adverb or onjuntion.\zu" an be adverb, preposition, separatedverb pre�x or in�nitive marker.\der", \die" and \das" an be de�nite arti-les or pronouns.The diÆulties due to these ambiguities areillustrated by the following examples: The sen-tene \Das w�urde mir sehr gut passen." is oftentranslated by \The would suit me very well."instead of \That would suit me very well." and\Das war zu shnell." is translated by \Thatwas to fast." instead of \That was too fast.".We appended the POS tag in training andtest orpus for the Verbmobil task (see 4.1).3.5 Merging PhrasesSome multi-word phrases as a whole representa distint syntati role in the sentene. Thephrase \irgend etwas" (\anything") for exam-ple may form either an inde�nite determineror an inde�nite pronoun. Like 21 other multi-word phrases \irgend-etwas" is merged in orderto form one single voabulary entry.3.6 Treatment of Unseen WordsFor statistial mahine translation it is diÆultto handle words not seen in training. For un-known proper names, it is normally orret toplae the word unhanged into the translation.We have been working on the treatment of un-known words of other types. As already men-tioned in Setion 3.3, the splitting of ompoundwords an redue the number of unknown Ger-man words.In addition, we have examined methods of re-plaing a word fullform by a more abstrat wordform and hek whether this form is known andan be translated. The translation of the sim-pli�ed word form is generally not the preisetranslation of the original one, but sometimesthe intended semantis is onveyed, e.g.:

\kaltes" is an adjetive in the singular neuterform and an be transformed to the lessspei� form \kalt" (\old").\Jahre" (\years") an be replaed by the sin-gular form \Jahr".\beneidest" (\to envy" in �rst person singu-lar): if the in�nitive form \beneiden" is notknown, it might help just to remove theleading partile \be".4 Translation ResultsWe use the SSER (subjetive sentene errorrate) (Nie�en et al., 2000) as evaluation ri-terion: Eah translated sentene is judged bya human examiner aording to an error salefrom 0.0 (semantially and syntatially or-ret) to 1.0 (ompletely wrong).4.1 Translation Results for VerbmobilThe Verbmobil orpus onsists of spontane-ously spoken dialogs in the appointment she-duling domain (Wahlster, 1993). German sen-tenes are translated into English. The outputof the speeh reognizer (for example the single-best hypothesis) is used as input to the trans-lation modules. For researh purposes the orig-inal text spoken by the users an be presentedto the translation system to evaluate the MTomponent seperately from the reognizer.The training set onsists of 45 680 sentenepairs. Testing was arried out on a seperateset of 147 sentenes that do not ontain anyunseen words. In Table 1 the harateristis ofthe training sets are summarized for the originalorpus and after the appliation of the desribedtransformations on the German part of the or-pus. The table shows that on this orpus thesplitting of ompounds improves the token-typeratio from 59.7 to 65.2, but the number of single-tons (words seen only one in training) does notgo down by more than 2.8%. The other trans-formations (prepending separated verb pre�xes\pref"; annotation with POS tags \pos"; merg-ing of phrases \merge") do not a�et these or-pus statistis muh.The translation performane results are givenin Table 2 for translation of text and in Table3 for translation of the single-best hypothesisgiven by a speeh reognizer (auray 69%).For both ases, translation on text and onspeeh input, splitting ompound words does



Table 1: Corpus statistis: Verbmobil train-ing (\baseline"=no preproessing).preproessing no. of no. of single-tokens types tonsEnglish 465 143 4 382 37.6%Germanbaseline 437 968 7 335 44.8%verb pre�xes 435 686 7 370 44.3%split ompounds 442 938 6 794 42.0%pos 437 972 7 344 44.8%pos+merge 437 330 7 363 44.7%pos+merge+pref 435 055 7 397 44.2%
not improve translation quality, but it is notharmful either. The treatment of separable pre-�xes helps as does annotating some words withpart of speeh information. Merging of phrasesdoes not improve the quality muh further. Thebest translations were ahieved with the ombi-nation of POS-annotation, phrase merging andprepending separated verb pre�xes. This holdsfor both translation of text and of speeh input.Table 2: Results on Verbmobil text input.preproessing SSER [%℄baseline 20.3verb pre�xes 19.4split ompounds 20.3pos 19.7pos+merge 19.5pos+merge+pref 18.0The fat that these hard-oded transforma-tions are not only helpful on text input, butalso on speeh input is quite enouraging. Asan example makes lear this annot be takenfor granted: The test sentene \Dann fahrenwir dann los." is reognized as \Dann fahren wirdann uns." and the fat that separable verbs donot our in their separated form in the train-ing data is unfavorable in this ase. The �g-ures show that in general the speeh reognizeroutput ontains enough information for helpfulpreproessing.

Table 3: Results on Verbmobil speeh input.preproessing SSER [%℄baseline 43.4verb pre�xes 41.8split ompounds 43.1split+pref 42.3pos+merge+pref 41.14.2 Translation Results for EuTransThe EuTrans orpus onsists of di�erenttypes of German{English texts belonging to thetourism domain: web pages of hotels, touris-ti brohures and business orrespondene. Thestring translation and language model parame-ters were trained on 27 028 sentene pairs. The200 test sentenes ontain 150 words never seenin training.Table 4 summarizes the orpus statistis ofthe training set for the original orpus, af-ter splitting of ompound words and after ad-ditional prepending of seperated verb pre�xes(\split+pre�xes"). The splitting of ompoundsimproves the token-type ratio from 8.6 to 12.3and the number of words seen only one in train-ing redues by 8.9%.Table 4: Corpus statistis: EuTrans.preproessing no. of no. of single-tokens types tonsEnglish 562 264 33 823 47.1%Germanbaseline 499 217 58 317 58.9%split ompounds 535 505 43 405 50.0%split+pre�xes 534 676 43 407 49.8%The number of words in the test sentenesnever seen in training redues from 150 to 81 byompound splitting and an further be reduedto 69 by replaing the unknown word forms bymore general forms. 80 unknown words are en-ountered when verb pre�xes are treated in ad-dition to ompound splitting.Experiments for POS-annotation have notbeen performed on this orpus beause no smallset of ambiguous words ausing many of the



translation errors on this task an be identi�ed:Compared to the Verbmobil task, this orpusis less homogeneous. Merging of phrases did nothelp muh on Verbmobil and is therefore nottested here.Table 5 shows that the splitting of ompoundwords yields an improvement in the subjetivesentene error rate of 4.5% and the treatmentof unknown words (\unk") improves the trans-lation quality by an additional 1%. Treatingseparable verb pre�xes in addition to splittingompounds gives the best result so far with animprovement of 7.1% absolute ompared to thebaseline.Table 5: Results on EuTrans.preproessing SSER [%℄baseline 57.4split ompounds 52.9split+unk 51.8split+pre�xes 50.35 Conlusion and Future WorkIn this paper, we have presented some methodsof providing morphologial and syntati infor-mation for improving the performane of sta-tistial mahine translation. First experimentsprove their general appliability to realisti andomplex tasks suh as spontaneously spoken di-alogs.We are planning to integrate the approahinto the searh proess. We are also workingon language models and translation models thatuse morphologial ategories for smoothing inthe ase of unseen events.Aknowledgement. This work was partlysupported by the German Federal Ministry ofEduation, Siene, Researh and Tehnologyunder the Contrat Number 01 IV 701 T4(Verbmobil) and as part of the EuTransprojet by the European Community (ESPRITprojet number 30268).The authors would like to thank GregorLeush for his support in implementation.ReferenesP.F. Brown, S.A. Della Pietra, V.J.Della Pietra, and R.L. Merer. 1993.
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